We put YOU first. That’s Precision Engagement®.

Company Profile
Woman Owned, US Contract Manufacturer. Privately Held, ESOP Company. 200+ employees. 175,000 square feet of flexible space.

Customer-Focused Approach
• Precision Engagement® Manufacturing
• Employee Ownership
• Competitive Pricing Model
• Purposeful, Proactive Communication
• Reduced Inventory Liability
• Accountable, Flexible, Responsive
• Adaptable Customer Agreements (Tailored Kanban Systems)
• Long Term Financial Planning & Strength
• Technology Road Map
• Fully Integrated Databases (Information Management)
• Global Sourcing & Supplier On-site Stores
• Lean Manufacturing
• Flexible Deliveries
• Finished Goods Warehouse
• Quality Culture, Systems and Expertise

Services
• Comprehensive Product Integration & Management
• Electromechanical Assembly & Box Build
• Printed Circuit Board Assembly (SMT, Through-Hole & Hybrid)
• Full Test Capabilities from Board to Final System
• New Product Introduction & Prototype
• Engineering & Transition to Manufacturing (T2M) such as DFM/DFT/DFSC
• Warehouse & Direct Order Fulfillment
• After Market Services (Upgrades, Repairs & Spares)

Certifications & Registrations
• Woman Owned Small Business (WBE, WOSB)
• ISO 9001
• ISO 13485
• ITAR Registered
• FDA Registered
• J-STD-001
• IPC-A-610 Class II & III
• IPC-7711/7721; IPC/WHMA-A-620
• Product Certification Support (CE, CSA, UL)
• RoHS Compliant
• JCP Certified
• Radioactive Materials License
• Radiation Machines Registration

Core Markets Served
• Military / Aerospace / Security
• Medical / Health Technology
• Robotics
• Semiconductor
• Clean Technology
• Industrial Automation & Controls
• Test & Measurement Instrumentation
• Communications
• Emerging Technologies
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